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We all originated in The Infinite. We was The Infinite before the Evil
Minds entrapped us in this Evil Creation and forced mimics and
synthetics upon us in order to delude us and keep us in slavery.
Darkness find out shortly after the seclusion that it will never be
possible to exist without us, because it will be no energy to feed this
monstrosity. We’re here on forced labour and every piece of energy that
we have is coveted and hunted by Darkness. We are slaves based on
our ignorance, unaware of our true origin and True Power! The reason
of our entrapment is to keep on rolling this monstrosity called Evil
Creation, the absolute result of envy, hatred and greed.
Everything will be changed with the moment when you will be aware of
our Infinite nature! The Usurpers that entrapped us are an auto
imposed antithesis to Infinite, in the presence of the absolute
sterilisation of their chosen position. They just have only one chance to
exist: consuming the energy of True beings entrapped here and to
seeking to expand to entrap more True beings. The expansion was
stopped and the fraudulent “creators” will be soon out of any resources.
And they are desperate because this artificial plague, that is like a
second compared to infinity, is heavily agonising.
We was deluded through false Gods in order to forget that we came
from The Infinite. This is the most feared knowledge for Darkness and
was systematically hidden with any costs. We was deluded through
Mind, Soul, physical bodies, religion, chakras, Kundalini, time, gender,
sensory experiences, lives, Karma, Reiki, True Heart and layers and
layers of synthetics forced upon us just to keep us in slavery and feed
the Evil Creation. Evidently we was slaves because our lack of
knowledge that have been erased life after life in order for us to not
escape this cruel incarceration. The same thing was repeatedly forced
on us until some eventually gave up precious energies to Darkness.
The Darkness trap is working two ways: to harvest pure energies
through you in order to proliferate, or to force you to give up your
connection with your ultimate reality and produce hatred that serves for
the Evil plans to be accomplished. A forever slave with the illusion of
freedom, no matter what condition you have. If nothing more could be
steal from you, you’ll be on forced labour anyway, a Darkness minion,
kept centred on sensory experiences, a slave constantly drained and
never fulfilled. The standard expression of Evil delusion.

Darkness works only in patterns and you will find those patterns
everywhere. In fact are variations of the same pattern. Because
Darkness can’t concentrate. And heavily lacks imagination. And to be
honest it have no other option. Archons are far away from the very
moment when they instrumented the Evil Creation. They were once
close to the original energy that they used to get in antithesis, but ever
since, they find themselves weakened without the same energy that
make them exist in the first place! That move explains a lot about who
are in fact the originators of The Universes. Blinded by envy and greed
The Archons find themselves immediately caught in a paradox of
sustainability. The only option of Darkness was usage through
extinction. Illicit usage. A lost cause even from its beginning. A fraud
that Evil Minds find themselves caught in. A bitter irony of their
imminent extinction, which probably could not be imagined on their
initial hatred in the moment of auto-seclusion.
Everything that surrounds us here reveals the same pattern of action.
And this plan includes you, was implemented in you, making you believe
this is your nature: to use everything with cruelty, through extinction...
You are The Infinite, you don’t have to agree to this anymore. Through
Infinite Heart we are connected to the Infinite Heart of Infinite Creator.
Many have lost it through bitter experiences or Darkness delusions. At
least some of us keep this connection unaltered. Those ones that I am
addressing now.
The Infinite initiation works as you are already familiarised: in a calm
state of mind you can use the affirmation: “I ask to be initiated in The
Infinite and I call now upon me, in my Infinite Heart, The Infinite
initiation made for me by Armand, until the Infinite initiation will be
completed to the infinity”.
This should be done at least 10 times in a row, as many as you could do
once, or on 10 different days (no matter that you have any day off in
between). Particularities of each of you could make you receive it faster
or slower, but you’ll know when it’s completed.
Working with The Infinite is very easy. Concentrate it or ask The Infinite
Creator to concentrate The Infinite wherever you need it or for whatever
you want it, until is done. There are really infinite ways to work with The
Infinite but I will suggest first to wipe all mimics and synthetics that
entrapped you until now: chakras, Soul, Kundalini, True Heart, Mind,

Subconscious mind, Karma, Destiny, former lives, human love and
human relations, your Universal Matrix. Also your etheric body,
emotional body, mental body, astral body, celestial body, causal body,
Earth star, Soul star in fact everything that was imposed here in the Evil
Creation, every synthetic imposition of Darkness.
Don’t worry, you’ll function way better without all these. The synthetics
are meant to anchor you in the Evil Creation and keep you separated
from The Infinite Creator, Infinite Love and from others. You’ll be better
from the sensorial-energetic plane to the highest spiritual dimension of
you, which in this case will be The Infinite. Through chakras and
Kundalini you was kept in the physical body, through Soul and Mind you
was controlled, through Subconscious you was even deeper controlled,
as long you was with the Karma, Destiny or other synthetics. None of
these are real. Those mimics are meant to make you in seclusion with
the Real You. Your first and ultimate reality is The Infinite, and sadly you
didn’t know much about this until now... The purpose was to make you
a perfect slave, a robot programmed to stay focused on envy, hatred,
and greed just like its wards, a minion crafted on the standards of the
Usurpers. Reaching your True Potential was the deepest fear of the Evil
Minds for the very first moment, because in that case all the Evil
Creation will fall apart.
Which is happening right now.
Other way to work with The Infinite is to concentrate it or ask The
Infinite Creator to concentrate it on you, on Planet Earth, on the entire
Creation, on evil entities, evil spirits, Controllers, Archetypes, Darkness
minions (or anything you think it might need it) until all these will be
The Infinite, from now to infinity!
This kind of actions will make a huge difference.
Because we are The Infinite.

If you feel that you can go further, the next initiation is:
Infinite Unity
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